This paper presents an improved methodology to generate Compact Thermal Models "CTMs" for structures with multi-cooling surfaces and multi-heating sources. This methodology is based on Star thermal network and makes it possible to have Boundary Conditions Independent "BCI" CTMs. In order to get BCI models, we use VHDL-AMS modeling language to create variable thermal resistors that change in line with applied boundary conditions. We use VHDL-AMS, which is IEEE standard modeling language, because it is capable to model any physical phenomena and it is adapted by several manufacturers to simulate devices and systems. This methodology doesn't need to use any optimizer or additional software and only a few simulations are enough to get BCI model. The VHDL-AMS blocks that represent these CTMs are sorted by means of the number of heat sources and the number of cooling surfaces. They are saved in a thermal library and can be used for any structure or geometry.
INTRODUCTION
In the design process of electronic components and systems, it is very important to have an accurate estimate of the thermal behaviour, and because the dissipated power depends on electrical behaviour and the electrical properties depend on the temperature, it is necessary to extend the estimation process to whole electro-thermal problem. To realize this full electro-thermal simulation, there are several methods which are explained by [1] . As the "relaxation" method has limitations at the compatibility level between simulator and the length of calculation, the direct method is adapted in many research projects which try to extract the compact thermal model of electronic components and try to combine this model with the electrical one.
In this literature, one can find that the existing methodologies have focused on some points of thermal problems and neglected other points because of the complexity of thermal problems and to simplify the generated CTMs.
In this domain, Delphi project has achieved Boundary Conditions Independent (BCI) CTMs valid for different types of electronic packages with a good accuracy [2] . But it becomes very complicated for more than two heat sources. One more, it is cumbersome to generate the model because of the need to create Boundary Conditions set, which can be large, and the use of an optimizer [3] .
In [4] & [5] one can find a traditional CTMs and the way to make the thermal coupling between heat sources in static and dynamic modes, but in these methodologies the generated CTMs are BCI only for systems with one cooling surface.
As a result of this discussion we can say that ideal CTMs must have the following points:
• Small number of RC elements.
• Simple model even for multi-sources and multi-cooling structures.
• BCI models.
• 3D behavior of the heat flux as well as the non-linear properties of materials.
• Accuracy in comparison with the 3D thermal analyzing software.
THE METHODOLOGY FOR MULTICOOLING SURFACES STRUCTURES
As this paper is a continuation of the work which is presented in [6] & [7] , we focus here on extracting CTMs for structures with multi cooling surfaces.
Star Model and boundary independence as well
Star thermal network is a very simple representation for thermal problems which allows us to deal easily with dynamic problems and multi-heating sources problems, but the main limitation of this representation is the validity of the thermal model due to changing the boundary conditions (Fig.1 ). In our methodology we have adapted the Star network to represent CTMs and we have made some modifications to make it boundary independent. In [2] we find detailed explanation of the Star model and its limitations compared with Delphi model, but by looking at the value of thermal resistances -which are calculated by (1)-between the junction and each cooling surface, we find that R th-x is minimum when we apply isothermal condition on (x) and adiabatic condition on the other cooling surfaces, on other hand, and we find that R th-x is maximum when we apply isothermal condition on all cooling surfaces ( Fig. 2 ) . -T j ,T x are the temperature of junction and a cooling surface (k°).
-P x is the power which passes out through the cooling surface (W). From this observation on the behavior of thermal resistors, we designed variable thermal resistors that vary their values interactively by changing the boundary conditions.
CTM extraction process:
2.2.1. Structure description: In order to explain our methodology, we take the structure presented in fig.3 , which is a virtual electronic device with three components. We will assume that only one of them dissipates power, so we will extract the CTM for this source. The dimension of this device is: (12 x 12 x 3.8)mm where there are several layers (Si, Cu, AL2O3…) and all of them are enclosed in an epoxy package. The first step to generate the CTM is made by defining the cooling surfaces that have the same boundary condition. In our example we assume that all the sides of this device always have the same boundary condition, so we define three parameters (cooling surfaces) which are: Top, Bottom and Side. The next step is to launch the simulator six times with extreme cooling condition (h=20000 W/m 2 .k°) applied on the surfaces as follows: Top, Bottom, Side, Top&Bottom, Top&Side and Bottom&Side, and adiabatic condition is applied on the other surfaces for each simulation. From this table we calculate the thermal resistances for each case between the junction and each cooling surface by using (1). Figure-3 -a illustrates the changes of the thermal resistance R top versus the changes of thermal flux which pass through cooling surfaces (Bottom and Side), and Figures-3-(b, c) present the same relation for Bottom and Side thermal resistances. These three plots are the keys to obtain control equations of these three resistors. P T o p /P to ta l P S id e /P to ta l Figure-4 a: R Top versus P Bottom /P total and P Side /P total b: R Bottom versus P top /P total and P Side /P total c: R Side versus P Bottom /P total and P Top /P total
CTM modeling process:
2.3.1. Why VHDL-AMS? To create interactive resistors we have a choice between using a programming language like C++, Basic …etc., or using a modeling language like VHDL-AMS. We chose VHDL-AMS because it is an IEEE standard and has the ability to model any kind of phenomena (thermal, electrical, mechanical …etc.) and it has been adapted by several manufacturers to simulate systems and devices. other advantages of using VHDL-AMS include; ease of programming, the fact that it accepts both analog and digital circuit simulation, and some recent VHDL-AMS commercial software even have the ability to simulate projects consisting of VHDL-AMS blocks and PSpice models in the same worksheet (Simplorer®, Systemvision®).
The control equation:
In order to simplify the methodology, we have assumed that the changes of thermal resistances in figure-3 are linear.
From the three plots, we can get the following three control equations for the resistors R Top , R Bottom , R Side consecutively. n is the number of heat sources z is the number of cooling surfaces
The next table presents a comparison between the generated CTM and 3D detailed model (COMSOL®). We find that the error of our model is generally accepted, but when we apply extreme cooling on the three surfaces at the same time, the error may fall outside of the acceptable range. This error is a result of the assumption that thermal resistances have linear variation when we change the applied boundary conditions. Reducing this error is possible by introducing a correction factor in the control equations, where this factor depends on the geometry of the studied structure and the value of applied convection. 
